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The Way You Should Be
There are two types of people, and as you will see,
one is trouble, the other you should be.
The first is the wicked, the ones with haughty eyes,
full of schemes, and conflict, and a whole lot of lies.
They harm their neighbors and talk bad about friends,
and they barely even bother to try to make amends.

Along with the wicked, there are more that are cruel, and among these people are the
simple, the mocker, and the fool.
The simple are ones who believe everything, and sometimes,
they don’t even care about a thing.
“What you don’t know can’t hurt you “ is the way that they see,
and they are quite often in love with their simple, simplicity.
The mocker is the one with whom nobody rules;
they are stubborn, and mean, and judging, and cruel.
They resent correction, so don’t even try;
they only want to hurt you, and are often quite sly.
The fool is one who doesn’t know what they don’t know,
but that is a way you must not go.
They are easily angered and full of strife,
and will more than likely bring problems to your life.
Now that we’ve seen the wicked plus three,
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we will next go over the way your life should be.
The will of the Lord, you soon shall see,
is quite different than the way of the wicked plus three.
The wise are the ones who have skill in living,
who are slow to anger and are very forgiving.
They worked for their knowledge and never like to pout,

and are willing to tell the world the things they’ve learned about.
Their lips promote instruction and the things that are true,
and if you ask them, they will share their knowledge with you.
Do these things and you will see,
you will soon be wise, and with the Lord you’ll agree.
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